1996 gmc sierra tail lights

The brake lights, turn signals, reverse lights all work but the tail lights when you head lights are
on do not work. Troy answered 7 years ago. I just checked all my fuses, all were good. I checked
the bulbs, all were good. I checked to see if I had power at the plug into the lamp, no power for
the running lights. Hopped under the rear bumper and found where someone had done a crappy
repair on the brown wire coming in on the main harness and it split off to two brown wires to
each light and fixed the repair and lights work now. Mathew answered 7 years ago. I'm having a
similar issue with my ' My headlights, front running lights rear turn signals and brake lights all
work. My rear running lights are the only lights not working. I've checked the fuses, replaced the
circuit boards, replaced the bulbs, resurfaced the ground and tested the sockets. The rear
running light plug is the only plug not getting power. Lloyd answered 6 years ago. I had this
same issue and come to find out under the hood there is a fuse for each side for the running
lights that solved it for me. Bob answered 6 years ago. On my GMC my instrument panel lights
quit working and the tail lights also. I replaced the wheel dimmer switch for the instrument panel
and then my tail lights also worked. I have a 96 chevy truck hazard lights work but the turn
signals stoped working any ideals fuses r good. Steve answered 5 years ago. Ron answered 5
years ago. Something hit the wires hard and cut them in two. There is a connector at the center
of the back bumper. I had the same exact problem trust me i bought all new boards lights i even
followed the line what you wanna do is on the clip that has all of you wires look at the ground its
the black wire go back about six inches on both sides of truck then cut and use a loose wire
laying around stick it to the frame and wire you two ends to it ive fixed six different trucks with
same problem and it has worked to all six so if you bought new lights and board take them back
thats not the problem at gm they just throw it together trying to get done at work. Ive put in
hours and hours of working on my own two now i dont have to worry some dodges does the
same thing im not sure about ford. DJ answered 5 years ago. Darrell answered 5 years ago. But
flasher work. Check the fuses inside all good. Replaced bulbs. Checked fuses inside and under
hood all good. Come to find out the problem it was a white and black wire bolted to the frame
above the trailer hitch had broken aloose. I ground them and everything started back working.
Hope that fix ur problem. DMDRU75 answered 4 years ago. DaveZolla answered 4 years ago.
Found it was the interior headlight switch assembly. Seems with age it gets loose or, I suppose
the contacts inside could be dirty. But if I move it, or wiggle it a bit, the taillights come on. Keep
in mind, I can turn the knob and the headlights would come on, but not the taillights. For now I
will deal with it, but I will look into either opening it up and cleaning it or replacing it altogether. I
just bought a Yukon denali and im having problems wiyh the taillights not working, licence plate
light also don't work. I checked fuses and they seem good? JoshP answered 3 years ago. It's
usually the socket for the light itself the bulbs run hot. My resolution was switching to LED tail
lights and replacing the connectors. Timothy answered 3 years ago. Make sure if you have a
trailer light harness, to check the connection there as well. I unplugged mine and and went back
to factory and everything is fixed now. Tim answered 3 years ago. Marker lights do not work.
Brake light only with with head ligh switch off. I've cleaned and replaced all grounds changed
the whole rear harness replaced bulbs boards does anyone have any ideas? Also when the
head light switch is on the turn signals blink faster. RichKing91 answered 3 years ago. I plugged
up my trailer and as soon as I turn on my head lights my running lights went out but the brake
and signal still work.. Any ideas??? Ohyeahbigdick answered 3 years ago. Someone has been
in by the headlight switch I seen some bare wires that have been burnt off and splices installed
not sure what to do next. I really need to get this thing fixed asap. DaveZolla answered 3 years
ago. Ok here is the answer to most of the taillight problems The tab that the spade from the
Headlight control switch is not making contact with the female connector on the wiring harness.
If you pull the headlight switch out and visually inspect the plug itself you will probably find that
the withe wire and the brown wire are discolored. Due to its intermittent connection they heats
up The female connector on both of those wires have lost one side of the clip that slides on to
the headlight switch. Inspect the wiring harness end and you should find that the harness side
connector can be stretched out a bit to better meet the copper spade from the headlight switch.
Only chased that for a couple of years, although this is only a winter vehicle, but still I am going
to love not pounding on the switch or the dash to make my lights work! Guru56X2P answered 3
years ago. I have a GMC Sierra my tail lights break and and running lights do not work but the
blinkers do I replace the board so now I did something else I connected an wire from the trailer
hitch and the break lights work with the 12v but when I connect the led tail light the break light
does not work what is my problem. Michael answered 3 years ago. Also I have no reverse lights
or tail lights. Any ideas?? Ok everyone. I found my issue!!! It was the ground on the back of the
truck for both tail lights. Make sure your ground connection is good and make sure all rust and
paint are gone giving you a good connnevtion when you clean it. Check fuses under hood.
There are fuses for the rear tallight both sides that where I found my problem. GuruC answered

about a year ago. I have a hd with a utility box and my running lights don't turn on. David
answered about a year ago. Not sure when that happened, well fuses in left side of dash had
short and fuses under hood had shorts, replaced the fuses all lights working great. I have LED
tail lights so I know they work!! GuruLPL12 answered about a year ago. I'm having same issue. I
had my fuel pump go out. Took the wiring harness all way out two weeks ago an laid in bed.
With my job I didn't get to fix it till yesterday. Got it back together an no taillights. I've cleaned
out the sockets an clicked them back ten times. Still nothing. Only thing different is I didn't put
bumper back on because I ordered a roll pan. So wondering if it's because u don't have the tag
lights. ShaleSurf answered about a year ago. My left tail light assy is a crazy mofo. With nothing
on, brake lights will work, but turn signal is dim, fast like when a bulb is out , and blinks tail light
and turn Sig. With lights on- no turn signal, no brake light left side. With brake depressed- the
turn signal makes the brake filament flash but not the turn signal filament left side. With lights
on and brake depressed- backup light comes on. I've replaced both tail light assys and all
bulbs. Next I'll be removing the dozens of trailer harness wires previous owner installed. Only
thing that works correctly is both brake lights when no other lights are on. Tommybeach
answered about a year ago. I have a GMC Sierra I have the same problem as most of the other
post Then the signal lights stop working. Sometimes the rear running lights work. The brake
lights don't work anytime the running lights are on. I used a circuit tester to check the sockets
for each of the 3 pods located inside the rear tail light assembly. I checked the running lights,
the signal lights,and the brake lights. I got various problems readings once the head lights were
on, however I did find that at some point there was power on each of the terminals. My problems
began when I changed out my trailer pigtail, but since then, I have removed the adapter, and
made several attempts to restore the correct electrical connection. Reading everyone's
comments above, I think I may have the wrong wire grounded, or the problem may be the fuses
under the hood. Guru12DRC answered about a year ago. Guru6DV8L answered 11 months ago.
Every light except the brake lights were working, bought new brake switch, light circuits, walked
the wires, cleaned EVERY ground and replaced a relay. Now I have brake lights but tail lights
aren't working now Guru7YR6T answered 8 months ago. Selby answered 8 months ago. All
other lights work. Checked fuses and replaced bulbs and cleaned nearest connector to rear
light. Any help appreciated. Guru7G9KV answered 8 months ago. Problem: very dim brake
lights, no tailights, very dim turn signals and battery gauge was "bouncing" wildly up and down
when turn signal was on, or brakes applied. Problem found was at the driver's side taillight
frame ground wire lug Cleaned and sanded frame to bare metal I installed nut on the bolt Tail
lights not working.. Flash fast when they do If I apply the brakes.. Lights both turn signal on the
dash come on but don't flash Apply the brakes, everything goes out Checked all grounds.. I'm
stumped GuruBZH answered about a month ago. GuruBFP answered about a month ago. Check
rear ground wire for taillights on frame and your trailer hitch wiring and grounds. Trailer wiring
should be isolated with good clean frame grounds. Many times people remove the bed frame to
replace the fuel pump and stress wiring grounds or remove grounds. If you ground frame screw
is stripped out as many are You can try to clean the taillight contacts and bend them into shape,
you can ohm things out in the taillight contact paths itself. While it all looks relatively simple
and flawless on those plastic taillight connectors and bi-pins They warp in winter and summer
and connections fail. Been my experience if you replace both taillight electrical housings You
normally won't find the issue in the front of the truck , fusing or inside the cabs. Everything is at
the taillights or in the grounds at the back of the truck. Mandi answered 4 days ago. I just
changed an rear passenger side wiring harness because of no break lights and now all the
lights work by themselves but when the running lights are on I have no break lights and my turn
signal flicks fast. My driver side tail light does work.. Brake or signal.. But when I turn my
headlights on they bulbs turn on but still no brake or signal. I have a GMC Sierra and my tail
lights and marker lights quit working. I have no power to the fuses but if I jump the relay I can
power to the fuses and the tail lights and markers work. I have a gmc serria and my passenger
tail light won't work. I checked the fuses, wiring and the bulb and still no luck. I have a different
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shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers

reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle imported from California to
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Make a VIN Search. This Chevrolet C came in with the complaint that the tail lights had started
turning off while driving down the road. I pulled the end of the dash loose to get a quick look at
the headlight switch wiring. You can see the damage better if you click on the picture below.
The top left terminal has been pretty hot as evidenced by the melted plastic. The wire color has
also changed due to the heat. To get deeper into the repair, I had to remove the dash trim panel.
It has multiple spring clips that have to be unsnapped around the outer edges. Once it is loose
the switches that are located to the left of the radio have to be disconnected. They can
sometimes be quite difficult. Once the trim panel was out, I had to flip it over and use two
pocket screwdrivers to release the locking tabs that secure the headlight switch to the trim
panel. Be careful the tabs can break. With the tabs released, the headlight switch can be pushed
on from the front side. You may need to do the same thing at the other end of the switch. There
are four locking tabs in all. The new harness connector comes with all of the wires pre installed.
It is usually not very wise to splice all of the wiring so I do things a little differently. First I
remove the TPA terminal position assurance clip. There are locking tabs on each end that have
to be depressed. If you need these parts please click here. You must be logged in to post a
comment. Skip to content. Now that the tape is removed you can see the original wire colors.
Next using an angled terminal removal tool, I lift the plastic locking tabs for each terminal. I
remove the wiring from all of the cavities that I want to transfer the old wiring to. Click on the
picture below to see the locking tabs for the terminals. All of the good wiring is now installed in
the new connector body. Time to splice the remaining wires into place one at a time. A little heat
to shrink the tubing in place. Wrap the harness back up to secure the wiring. A new switch and
now all that needs to be done is to assemble in the reverse order. Share Your Experience:
Cancel reply You must be logged in to post a comment. As a part of the lighting system, a fully
functional tail light is important to ensure safety of the passengers, other motorists, and
pedestrians. If a tail light in your ride is broken, it increases your chance of getting involved in a
rear collision, which is quite a hassle and costly as well. Whether for customization or
replacement purposes, suppliers offer a wide assortment of tail lights, so you'll surely get one
that's perfect for your ride. Here are some helpful tips in choosing the best GMC tail light for
your vehicle:. Before buying a new set of tail lights, you have to verify first if the ones you are
planning to purchase are legal in your residing country or state, as some locations prohibit
certain colors such as red, green, and blue. Always check first to avoid spending bucks for tail
lights that you can't use legally on the road. Below are the main types of lights to help you
select the appropriate ones for your GMC:. To customize your GMC tail light, you may opt for
Euro lights. This type of rear light offers clear or slightly tinted exterior lenses and colored
bulbs. Considered as a fashionable aftermarket personalization, some Euro tail light models are
designed in chrome or fitted with protectors to shield the acrylic. Always take note of your
vehicle make, model, year, or edition first before finalizing any purchase. By so doing, you can
avoid wasting any money or effort and save yourself from the hassles and inconveniences of
purchasing the wrong product. As one of the biggest automakers in terms of sales, the demand
for replacement parts for frequently repaired components like GMC tail lights have continued to
grow. Aftermarket GMC tail lights are designed to function exactly the same. There are also
instances where they function better than OEM. These are sold individually, in sets of two, or as

part of a kit. General Motors Co. Headquartered in Detroit, Michigan, the company is responsible
for manufacturing well-known vehicles under brands such as Cadillac, Chevrolet, Buick, and
GMC. Who manufactures genuine GMC tail lights? GMC has a network of over 70 suppliers that
manufacture individual parts and systems for their brands. The automaker takes pride in
designing and manufacturing its own exterior lighting systems under their GMC Lighting
Studio. Because these parts carry the GMC brand, their availability is limited to authorized
dealerships and parts retailers. OEM parts will also typically cost you more. Does this make
them of lower quality? Absolutely not. At the minimum, they are designed to function exactly
the same. There are also cases where they work better than OEM parts. The biggest advantage
of choosing aftermarket tail lights is that you have a wider variety of brands to choose from at
very competitive price points. The short answer is yesâ€”if sourced from a reputable parts
retailer such as CarParts. Like with any item you purchase in-store or online, the quality of the
product will depend on the manufacturer. At CarParts. For instance, GMC Sierra tail lights may
cost less than parts for the model. Each model year and generation of GMC vehicles carry parts
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